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The designer duo behind PJ MARES, Tom Mares 
and Peter-Jan (PJ) Scherpereel, bring to life their 
own collection of distinctive, timeless designs 
and interiors. 
The designs are inspired by natural and warm 
materials that gain in beauty as they age. With 
their creations, PJ MARES try to find a new 
synthesis between functionality, cultural history 
and design, with the logic of the Scandinavians 
and the sex appeal of the Italians. All creations 
by PJ MARES are designed to be used and they 
become more beautiful as time goes by. 

This ‘design for use’ philosophy leads to 
timeless and iconic products that always still 

have that very contempo-rary feel. They 
clearly reflect the designer duo’s signature: 
graphic rhythms, combined with different 
materials and colours; a warm and colourful 
addition to any interior. 

For Serax founder, Axel Van Den Bossche, it 
was love at first sight when he first became 
acquainted with the innovative style of PJ 
MARES; he even called it a ‘design-crush’. 
With the international distribution of the 
product, he hopes to be a stepping stone for 
the Brussels design duo.

PJ MARES

Tom Mares studied interior design, and Peter-Jan Scherpereel can rely on a 
back-ground both in architecture and interior design. They met, and after going 
their own separate ways for a while in the world of design, they joined forces and 
founded PJ MARES. 
All PJ MARES’ designs are produced in-house, from the drawing-board to the 
end product. It is, after all, the opinion of the duo that the highest quality can 
only be reached by keeping control over everything. And over and over again, 
the products leaving their workshop prove that this vision actually hits the nail 
on the head.
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MATERIALS TABLE LEGS

MATERIALS TABLE TOP

OPERATIONAL USAGE

SPECIAL CARE
INSTRUCTIONS

Steel 3mm, folded and welded
Powdercoated finish
5 colors : white - black - green - pink - gold
4 glides in polyethelene-nylon

Particle board glued with hpl laminate on both sides : total thickness 20.6 mm
Edge banding : abs polymer with a thicness of 1mm
3 hpl colors : white - black - walnut
4 edge colors : white - black - green - gold
All six combinations hpl with edge banding are defined choices :
White top - side black / white top - side gold / black top - side green
Black top - side gold / black top - side white / walnut top - side white

Knock down table for indoor use
Each set of legs in one color can be combined with all available table tops
Screws and tooling included with each set of legs

Clean with a micro fibre cloth or soft nylon brush and a pH neutral soap.
If necessary, leave for a while and then rinse thoroughly with clean water.
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